Huf

Software
Developer

Investment Broker

IP Owners

Anatomy of a Fraud
Domain expertise
Domain
in Connected Car,
expertise in
Consumer scale
Identity, Security
software, mobile
and Encryption
technology and
since 2001
security

Introduced to
Familial
Contact within
Huf

Offers equal
shares in his
established
business in
exchange for
investment
agreement and
commitment to
work with Huf

Is dormant
and non
trading with
1 director

Acknowledge lack
of domain
expertise in
Connected Car,
Consumer scale
technologies,
internet, mobile
and internet
security

Agreement in principle
subject to receipt of
equity. IP discolsed
under NDA forbidding
transfer or sale

Contract agreement on
rights and origin of IP
for the Invention
entered into
recognising and
protecting the rights of
the inventors and not a
transfer of IP of any type

2 future
Directors are
stealing IP and
code from their
employers

Huf entered into contract
respecting ownership of IP
and exclusivity for a single
use case of the IP

Proof of decision by
UK regulator to
remove fraudulent
company director
registrations

Identity
Stolen

Signs
clandestine
turnkey
contract,
acquiring IP
on delivery

Agrees
illegal
Turnkey
contract

Crime
Reported to
UK Police.
Under
Investigation

Disclosure
to Huf

Efforts and representations
made to Huf to not use the
intellectual proptery as
received through fraud and
deception. No IP rights
transferred expelicity or
implicitly

Fraudulent
Contract and
Conspriacy

Shadow
Company
Created

Beleive
Delivery /
T&M
contract

Tax evasion
and create false
IP ownership

Identity
Theft of
inventor

False
Shareholding
False
Directorships
False
Employment

Admission

Huf hear 1st
hand of actual
contract
nature

Disclosure of
- fraudulent
invoicing, tax
fraud,
company
returns fraud
and ID Theft
made to Huf
and
Hopfgarten
(Huf)
Lawyers
including
copy of IP
ownership,
shown copy
of contract
with
investment
broker.

Reject
Disclosure

Huf announce their "invention" while in
documented receipt and in full
knowledge that doing so is in direct
breach of our 3rd party claim where
they are in posession of IP via a
process of theft and fraud.

